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Test machine: Intel® Celeron™CPU, 1100 MHz, 120 MB of RAM, 14 GB HD.
As part of it’s “Great Players Game Collections” series, Convekta continues to honor chess
legends. This CD is dedicated to the living legend Grandmaster Boris Spassky, former
World Chess Champion.
A fully loaded CD is inside the DVD-like box package, along with a 52-page manual in
English, a note about the differences between this CD and the version inside the
“Great Players Game Collections” package, and Convekta’s 32-page chess catalogue.
Comprehensive installation overview
After inserting the CD, you’ll be prompted:

I recommend choosing “Yes”.
Various languages can be chosen during the installation procedure: US English, French,
Spanish, Italian, German and Russian.
The limited screenshot below appears after a few seconds.

CAP data is an amazing project, and a very useful add-on.

An otherwise fast installation procedure may take a few more minutes, if using an older
machine, such as I am now:

Registering your product gives you fast access to Convekta’s online support.

A full product installation took up around 262 megabytes of disk space only.

What else can be found on this CD? Below is a screenshot of its contents:

A new icon of Boris Spassky 1.00 (build 100) will be available on your desktop:
The CD can be removed now. PC restart is not required.

A beautifully designed splash screen appears:

Below is a limited screenshot of the “newborn”:

At http://www.convekta.com/downloads.asp, Convekta offers various free program
updates and patches. Boris Spassky CD needs no patching up.

Program overview
50 rare photos of Boris Spassky are available on this CD. Below is a limited screenshot of
the young future World Chess Champion in action (2nd photo).

Spassky’s chess career is followed from 1948.

Tournament statistics and match records are followed by (annotated) games. All 2526 of
them, to be exact.

You may need to install additional fonts, to view all the master annotations available:

Master annotations are provided by none other than former World Chess Champion
Alexander Khalifman, among others.

Grandmaster Khalifman annotates approximately 400 games!
Career overview ends with twelve annotated games that Spassky played at the French
Team Championship in 2002.

The program offers even more, in a section called “Play like Spassky”!

There are183 selected quiz positions, with multiple questions, sorted by various chess
motifs. The Test mode offers many options:

If you’re the suspicious type, Convekta’s Boris Spassky CD interface provides Dragon,
Crafty and Delfi chess engines to challenge its master evaluations.

You have an option to add additional engines, too:

The analysis included go far beyond opening theory:

The “Internet Chess Assistant Club” mode:

brings you to Convekta’s World of Internet Chess, a free playing zone, tournaments with
prizes and lessons.

How much work has been done to produce this CD, I cannot even imagine guessing.
A print preview of the available games will uncover an astonishing 1432 (!) two-column
pages of annotated material….

Conclusion
One cannot ask too much more from this product. World Champions career overview with
World Champions annotations and a professional interface will provide you with many,
many hours of chess enjoyment. The “Play as Spassky” training mode, the “Test mode”
and the “Internet Chess Assistant Club” mode are valuable additions that differentiate this
program from the “Great Players Game Collections” one.
Grandmaster Boris Spassky played an important positive role in my personal development
as a chess player and trainer. The privilege I had, of observing him as a chess player and
person, during the “Revenge Match of the Century” with Robert Fischer,
Sveti Stefan/Belgrade 1992, has raised even more my respect for the former World Chess
Champion and his chess mastery, preserved for generations to come with this CD.
I recommend this CD for all chess fans and professionals alike.

Product link: http://products.convekta.com/999/2/

